Extracting knowledge from a large primary health care database using a knowledge-based statistical approach.
Clinical databases from automated medical records represent a growing resource for deriving new medical knowledge. In this study a large primary health care database was explored with respect to the association between hypertension and diabetes. Data collection was made with a query language, and data analysis performed with an interactive knowledge-based statistical tool, MAXITAB, employing a multivariate tabular analysis technique. In the study population of 6660 patients the prevalence of diabetes was almost three times higher for hypertensive patients than for those with no hypertension. Conversely, the prevalence of hypertension was 2.6 times higher for diabetic patients than for those with no diabetes. The results support the assumption of a relationship between hypertension and diabetes, although the question of causality between the two diagnoses remains unsolved. Knowledge-based statistical tools of this kind may be feasible for exploring large clinical databases and may result in new medical hypotheses, worthy of further investigation.